Shifting Landscapes: Selected Works by Michael Pfleghaar
June 19-July 19, 2014
Upon moving to West Michigan in 1983 to study painting at Grand Valley State Univeristy, Michael
Pfleghaar was immediately influenced by the region’s rich design heritage. Since then he has been a
fixture in the West Michigan arts community, practicing professionally and co-operating the joint
gallery/studio space Tanglefoot Studio, now known as the Allen + Pfleghaar Studio at Tanglefoot.
“I quickly gravitated to the history of furniture production and design based in West Michigan,”
Pfleghaar said. “My aesthetic formed as I matured and collected furnishings to surround me in my
own home. This love for modernism and mid-century designs is the inspiration for my work. Through
abstraction I create new design objects influenced by modern architecture, interiors, and furniture.”

"Beacon" by Michael Pfleghaar

Shifting Landscapes presents key works from the last five years of Pfleghaar’s abstract development
alongside two works he personally selected from KCAD's expansive Gordon Collection, which
features pieces from West Michigan painters ranging from the mid-1800’s up to 1986. Pfleghaar
chose two landscapes: one painted by KCAD namesake David Wolcott Kendall in 1897 and another
painted by Frederic K. Wykes in 1938.
“The Gordon collection consists of very traditional representational paintings which differ greatly from
my abstract work,” Pfleghaar said. “I selected two atypical paintings that were most colorful and
expressive as well as being tropical scenes. Although painted by different artists, the pieces felt more
primitive, painterly, and looser than the other works in the collection. My approach to painting is
similar in how paint is applied, how color is used, and how those choices speak about the medium of
painting.”

"Pour" by Michael Pfleghaar

The exhibition will feature Pfleghaar’s two-dimensional mixed-media paintings as well as what he
calls “constructs” – reinterpretations of a utilitarian three-dimensional form into a painting that
constitutes a new physical object. This objecthood is the ideology behind his current body of work,
which finds its place somewhere between representation and abstraction through deletion, isolation
and exaggeration, and is inspired by modern design. His work is a fascinating example of how the
influence of West Michigan’s design legacy goes far beyond traditional design disciplines and into our
region’s larger spirit of creativity.
For more information on Michael Pfleghaar, visit blog.pfleghaar.com.
Both Michigan Modern: Killing It and Shifting Landscapes: The Work of Michael Pfleghaar will run
from June 19 through July 19. An opening reception, free and open to the public, will be held on June
20 from 5-7pm. For more information on The Fed Galleries, including hours of operation,
visitkcad.edu/galleries/fed-galleries/

